Introducing Viia, the ICT
infrastructure solution you
configure exactly as you
require, provided as a service.
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With Viia, ‘Infrastructure as Required’ is finally here.
Viia offers you the means to configure your ICT infrastructure to your exact requirements,
with cloud and on-premise options and total integration with any existing technologies.
At last, there is a platform which gives you
the freedom to create an IT infrastructure
that suits your needs first and foremost.
Viia offers you an end to end ‘Infrastructure as Required’
platform that can be configured to meet the most
bespoke business demands.

Viia is deployed as a ‘best fit’ solution and utilises
OpenStack and Open Source technologies, thus
becoming a platform which is unconstrained by the
commercial demands of typical vendor solutions.
This enables you to adapt the platform as and when
you require, so that you can take advantage of new
technologies, drive innovation and reduce costs.

Viia can be deployed to or within any environment
and modified as your business evolves and your
requirements change.

Viia is the ‘way to go’.
The benefits of moving towards a pay as you go and
scale as you grow infrastructure solution are well
publicised. So, chances are you are considering a move
to the cloud or you may even have started the journey
already. But are you being forced to go in a direction
which doesn’t take into account your business needs?

Viia aims to overcome such challenges by providing an
effective and flexible pathway to the cloud, enabling
you to get there in a way which is right for you.
Viia integrates easily with any existing cloud
technologies (e.g. vmware or Microsoft’s Hyper-V) your
organisation may already have adopted. Viia also
integrates with all major public cloud platforms such
as Amazon Web Services (AWS) and Microsoft Azure, as
well as your on-premise technologies.

The route to the cloud is challenging.

In-cloud or on-premise, or both?

Typically, organisations are faced with multiple
challenges when they migrate to the cloud, including:

Viia provides the right combination of on-premise and
in-cloud infrastructure as you require it and adapts the
balance as your needs and preferences change. Viia
delivers advanced storage, compute, networking and
security features in a unified platform with full support
from NVT Group.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Choosing the best solution for their needs
Determining accurate costs
Adopting an effective migration strategy
Updating company processes
Redefining security needs
Connecting legacy systems
Protecting their data

Viia simplifies the journey to and in the cloud,
reducing cost and complexity while delivering
secure, flexible and robust ICT services.

With Viia, it’s Infrastructure your way, or no way.
The Viia platform is ready to use the moment it’s deployed. Plus, Viia offers complete
control over workload placement and data movement.
Viia has been designed by NVT Group technologists
to be flexible, reliable, easy to use and, most of all, to
support your business better.
Viia offers you an enterprise-class infrastructure
platform, packaged with world-class service standards
and unrivalled economics.
Using Viia to manage the placement of your workloads
is fast and instinctive.
Never forget that with Viia, you can be the master of
your own infrastructure. It is indeed your infrastructure,
your way. Viia offers the power to create a solution
which is smarter, more agile, more efficient and in line
with your operational needs.

Viia standard features include:

Compute

Networking

Storage

Software
Licencing

Data
Protection

Monitoring
& Support

The ‘free data movement’ movement starts here.
Other cloud platform vendors will typically charge you for ingress
and egress data, i.e. the data that you move into and out of the cloud.
These charges are normally levied using a tiered pricing structure, so
the amount you will be billed can be difficult to forecast.
With Viia, on the other hand, ingress and egress data charges are
much easier to calculate because THERE AREN’T ANY.
With Viia, you decide where your data resides and we don’t charge
you more for the privilege of moving it if you need to.

Four ways in which Viia supports your ICT requirements.
Scale up and scale down, whenever you need to.
Viia allows you to bolt-on extra resource as and when you
need it. That means you don’t pay for extra networking,
compute and storage before it is necessary - even if
your requirement is only temporary. With Viia you can
scale down as well as up, so you never end up paying for
resources you don’t need.
Cloud Hosted, On-Premise or Hybrid, it’s up to you.
If your business will benefit from an on-premise solution,
Viia is for you. If your business will benefit from a cloud
hosted solution, Viia is for you. If your business requires a
hybrid approach, Viia is for you.

Improve your back up & Disaster Recovery.
You can use Viia as an effective back up solution, where
your data will be held securely in our UK based data
centres. Should any type of disaster happen, you can
assure business continuity with quick recovery of your
data and applications.
Staying in control of your migration to the cloud.
It’s worth remembering that Viia’s unparalleled flexibility
allows you to take appropriate steps to the cloud, at a pace
which suits your business needs first and foremost, i.e. no
more “do everything or nothing” scenarios. With Viia, you
are in complete control.

A summary of the benefits...
•

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

A platform which gives you the freedom to create an ICT
infrastructure exactly as you require it with both cloud
and on-premise options
Provided as a service with all associated benefits 		
including moving to an OpEx financial model
Viia’s flexibility and scalability allows your organisation
to stay in control when migrating to the cloud
No costs for ingress or egress data, guaranteed
Improve your GDPR compliance by best protecting your
data and guaranteeing its sovereignty, with Viia’s UK 		
based data centres
Viia’s highly predictable service reduces risk and offers
best value for money
Support from NVT Group comes as standard
Network wellness monitoring is provided by our 		
exclusive Concepta technology
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Bespoke Cloud Services Platform
World-class Service and Unrivalled Economics
On-Premise ~ Multi-Cloud ~ Your Choice
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